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1. Introduction

This chapter provides an introduction to the thesis including motivation, re-

search problem and questions, research approach, and structure.

1.1 Background and motivation

Mobile devices1 and services2 are quickly becoming a pervasive and ubiquitous

part of modern daily life across industrialized nations. For example, 77% of

American adults own a smartphone, and these users spend on average 1.5 hours

a day using their smartphone [63, 87]. Similarly, 51% of American adults own a

tablet, and these users spend on average 40 minutes a day using their tablet

[63, 87].

Given this ubiquity, many different societal stakeholders are interested in

understanding this mobile phenomenon. Naturally, players within the mobile

device and service ecosystem (such as device vendors, platform creators, and

application (app) developers) are interested as they have a direct business stake.

However, even non-related businesses, non-profit organizations, and govern-

ments now want to understand how to engage with customers or constituents

through novel mobile services3.

Therefore, significant research into mobile service user experience4 and usage

has been recently published5. These studies range in topic from optimizing mo-

bile touchscreen keyboards [58] to applying mobile apps and devices to aid with

1The definition of a mobile device is found in Section 1.3.
2The definition of a mobile service is found in Section 1.3.
3For example, as of October 2015, 52% of large companies (>2500 employees) already implemented

a mobile app strategy and 90% planned to increase mobile app investment [70].
4For this thesis, user experience refers to the concepts of the quality of experience (QoE) domain

rather than concepts of the related human-computer interface focused user experience domain.

Refer to [94] for a discussion of the difference between these domains.
5See Section 3, Tables 2 and 3 in [76], [53], and journals and conferences such as MobileHCI

(http://mobilehci.acm.org)
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health monitoring [75]. As expected, such mobile studies originate from many

different research communities such as wireless networking, behavioral science,

and human-computer interaction (HCI). Thus, the field can be considered both

large and multidisciplinary.

However, despite this large and multidisciplinary approach, several novel

mobile contexts have not been thoroughly studied, particularly from a user

experience and usage viewpoint. These include user usage of mobile services

in the context of multiple mobile devices6, user experience of mobile services

in a long-term context, and user experience of mobile services in the context of

multiple mobile networks. The reason for the lack of significant study in each of

these contexts is likely partly related to novelty and partly related to practical

difficulties. Several difficulties inherent in studying the user experience and

usage of these contexts are briefly detailed.

In the case of multiple mobile devices, the collection of usage data across users’

devices is difficult in practice for several reasons. For example, the collection of

detailed device usage data often requires device based rather than network or

server based usage monitoring7. However, many device based monitoring apps

only support Android8 or only support a subset of functionality on iOS9 thus

limiting the extent of monitoring or forcing complex workarounds. Additionally,

users must be sufficiently incentivized to install the monitoring apps on each of

their devices. Given that monitoring multiple devices raises privacy concerns

and necessitates more user effort in installing and maintaining the monitoring

apps, such incentivization can be challenging and costly. For example, Verto

Analytics (the provider of the data in Pubs. II and III) pays each panelist

approximately 110 USD per year10.

In the case of long-term mobile services, the collection of user data over long

time periods (≥ 1 year) is also difficult since many users drop out of data col-

lection efforts over time11 thus reducing the sample size and statistical power.

Additionally, to evaluate, for example, user experience the data collection typ-

ically requires user surveys which often have low response rates thus further

6Multiple mobile devices is also referred to as multidevice.
7See Sections 1.3 and 4.1.1 for definitions and further discussion of device, network, and server

based methods.
8For example, Device Analyzer [92] and Menthal [2] only support Android.
9For example, Aware [26] does not support app usage monitoring on iOS.
10See https://vertosmart.com/#about
11The rate that users drop out is known as the attrition rate. The reported annual attrition

rates of commercial Internet-based survey panels vary widely but are typically around 5-25%

depending on the lifetime of the panel [69, 11, 4, 9]. Whereas for mobile device-based monitoring

panels the rates are generally not publicly available; though [56] suggests that such rates could

be relatively high.
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reducing sample size. For example, the response rate for the survey in Pub. IV

was only about 15%.

Finally, in the case of multiple mobile networks, the use of multiple mobile

networks by current day users is limited thus restricting the possibility for

large-scale empirical studies. This particularly applies to using multiple net-

works simultaneously, known in this thesis as multihoming. For example, users

currently cannot use two LTE data connections simultaneously (in other words

aggregate their bandwidth) since this would require multiple LTE radio stacks

in the mobile device and such devices do not exist. Additionally, although si-

multaneous usage of an LTE data connection and a WiFi data connection is

technically possible with current devices such usage is not widespread nor sup-

ported by device vendors. Thus, this necessitates small scale empirical studies

or non-empirical analysis such as simulations. However, most simulation efforts

related to multiple mobile networks have been technical simulations rather than

user-centric simulations likely due to the more technical nature of the mobile

network community (as opposed to, for example, the HCI community).

In addition to the general ubiquity of mobile services, research of these specific

novel contexts is important to many stakeholders for more pointed reasons. For

example, given the growing prevalence of multidevice users (see Section 2.2.1);

ecosystem players interested in how users distribute their time and attention

(such as mobile advertisers) must understand multiple mobile device contexts

to gain a holistic user view. Whereas multiple mobile network contexts are

likely to be important for mobile regulators in advocating for certain regulatory

policies (such as policies for reducing network switching costs) and for future

mobile customers in making purchasing decisions (whether to purchase multiple

network subscriptions).

Therefore, given this overall view, this thesis aims to provide several data

points that help spur further research and push forward the understanding of

user experience and usage in these novel contexts.

1.2 Objectives and scope

The thesis attempts to address the broad research problem (RP) detailed below

by taking up the individual research questions (RQ) 1-4 also detailed below.

The thesis publications partially attend to different parts of these questions as

shown in the mapping of RQ to publications in Table 1.1.

Research Problem: How to understand, characterize, and model end user

experience and usage of mobile services in diverse and novel contexts?

3
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RQ1: How do users use mobile services in the context of multiple mobile

devices?

RQ2: How do users experience mobile services in a long-term (≥ 1 year)

context?

RQ3: How would users experience mobile services in the context of multiple

mobile networks?

RQ4: What distributions, processes, and models can characterize the user

usage and experience of these contexts?

Table 1.1. Relationships between publications and research questions

Pub. Pub. Title RQ1 RQ2 RQ3 RQ4

I Exploring Empirical Rank-Frequency Dis-

tributions Longitudinally through a Simple

Stochastic Process

�

II Mobile Application Usage Concentration in a

Multidevice World

� �

III Multidevice mobile sessions: A first look �
IV Does network quality matter? A field study

of mobile user satisfaction

� �

V Benefits of Mobile End User Network Switch-

ing and Multihoming

� �

1.3 Definitions

Several important terms used in this thesis are defined below:

Mobile device: Any device that is portable and can connect to a mobile

network (specifically a 3GPP or IEEE WiFi network).

Mobile service: Any service enabled by a mobile device including both basic

telecommunication services (such as voice, sms, and data) and complex services

such as smartphone applications that are enabled by these basic services.

Network based measuring: A method for collecting data through software

running on the mobile network.

Server based measuring: A method for collecting data through software

running on a remote server.

Mobile device based measuring: A method for collecting data through
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software running directly on the end user’s mobile device (the result is mobile

device based measurements).

The following definitions are specific types of mobile device based measuring:

Mobile device based usage monitoring: A method for collecting mobile

device usage data through software running directly on the end user’s mobile

device.

Mobile device based user surveying: A method for collecting user data

through surveys that appear on the end user’s mobile device.

Mobile device based network monitoring: A method for collecting mobile

network data through software running directly on the end user’s mobile

device.

1.4 Research approach

In the spirit of related studies [76], this thesis research can be classified or

placed into a general research approach taxonomy so as to view the research

in terms of the larger scientific landscape. This placement exercise also helps

identify other potential approaches that could have been used in this research.

Järvinen et al. [36] provides such a general taxonomy that includes many

different research approaches with each approach itself encompassing many

research methods. The taxonomy is structured as a tree with the leaves being

the research approaches. Figure 1.1 illustrates the taxonomy.

Research approaches

Approaches
studying reality

Mathematical
approaches

Research stressing
what is reality

Research stressing
utility of innovations

Approaches for
empirical studies

Conceptual-
analytical approaches

Innovation-building
approaches

Innovation-evaluating
approaches

Theory-testing
approaches

Theory-creating
approaches

Figure 1.1. Research Approach Taxonomy [36]

In a top-down manner, all research in this thesis falls into approaches studying

reality rather than general mathematical approaches that attempt to prove,

for example, theorems from fundamental laws. Within these reality-based
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approaches, the studies in this thesis apply various approaches to differing

degrees as summarized in Table 1.2.

Table 1.2. Relationships between publications and research approaches

Pub. Primary research approach(s)

I Innovation-building/evaluating approach

II Theory-creating/testing approach

III Theory-creating/testing approach

IV Theory-creating/testing approach

V Conceptual-analytical approach

In Pubs. II, III, and IV the theory creating approach related to finding obser-

vations from empirical data that provide a data point over which meta-analysis

can allow strong theory creation. Whereas, the theory testing approach related

to finding patterns that support an existing theory or allow the generalization

or extrapolation of an existing theory (such as the generalization of some mobile

usage theories to the multidevice context).

In Pub. I, the innovation building approach related to the proposal of a

stochastic process (known as the fracturing (FT) process) that can simulate lon-

gitudinal rank-frequency distributions, whereas the evaluation approach related

to comparing this process with related theoretical distributions on empirical

data.

Finally, in Pub. V, the conceptual-analytical approach related to the analysis

of conceptual (hypothetical) end user network switching and multihoming sce-

narios through detailed agent-based modeling. Thus, such analysis improves the

understanding of the potential user experience given end user network switching

and multihoming in the overall complex system (of autonomous agents, cellular

infrastructure, and environment).

The main approach not used in this thesis work was the mathematical ap-

proach which arguably is not as well suited to, for example, the empirical user

studies of this thesis. The main reason being that complex behavioral patterns

rely on so many varying and difficult to quantify factors that deriving strict

mathematical laws is not feasible and instead empirical (statistical) laws or

models often prove more useful in practice.
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1.5 Thesis structure

The remaining thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 provides theoretical

background including brief descriptions of the three novel contexts and several

additional fundamental concepts. Chapter 3 summarizes related work again

divided into the sections emphasizing each novel context. Chapter 4 presents

descriptions of the most prominently employed methods and empirical data.

Chapter 5 reports the research results and finally, Chapter 6 discusses the

implications of the results in both theoretical and practical terms.
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2. Theoretical background

This chapter briefly introduces several topics related to the thesis research

including mobile quality of experience, mobile service usage, and the three novel

contexts described in RQ1-RQ3. The descriptions focus on concepts that help in

understanding the research results.

2.1 Mobile quality of experience and service usage

2.1.1 Mobile quality of experience

Quality of experience (QoE) is broadly defined as "the degree of delight or

annoyance of a person whose experiencing involves an application, service, or

system" [68]. Furthermore, QoE stems "from the person’s evaluation of the

fulfillment of his or her expectations and needs with respect to the utility and/or

enjoyment in the light of the person’s context, personality and current state" [68].

Thus, QoE, as presently defined, is a rather wide term that depends on many

technical, human, and environmental factors. The idea of mobile QoE simply

narrows this definition to experiencing that occurs in a mobile app, service, or

system context but maintains this dependence on diverse factors.

Historically, in the mobile networking community, service quality research

began with studies of voice service quality in original GSM networks in the 1990s.

The research attempted to understand the relationship between quantitative

network parameters and perceived voice quality. However, such studies were

quite technically orientated with a service provider point of view (and thus

classified as quality of service (QoS) research). As the need for a more human-

centric approach became apparent, the focus of research shifted and QoE1

research became prevalent in the 2000s. Finally, with the advent of computer-

like smartphones, QoE research drew the attention of the HCI community who

1See [86] for further details on the difference between QoS and QoE.
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applied their own techniques to QoE research problems.

An important aspect of QoE research is the scale for measuring the experience

of a user. The most well-known measurement scale is the Mean Opinion Score

(MOS), which dates to fixed network QoS research of the 1970s [94]. The MOS

scale ranges over the integers from 1-5 with each integer given a descriptive

label to help the user in their evaluation. These labels are typically (from 1 to 5)

Bad, Poor, Fair, Good, and Excellent. Though a single quantitative value is not

always appropriate for experience evaluation, especially when evaluating many

different aspects of a service, the MOS scale is widely used in practice [94]. A

primary reason is that having a well-known quantitative measure allows easy

modeling with MOS as a dependent variable.

Beyond MOS, recent studies have also applied qualitative methods such as

semi-structured interviews or alternative quantitative metrics (beyond the basic

mean and std. dev.), such as acceptability ratios or quality quantiles, to gain a

more holistic2 understanding of user experience [34].

In this thesis Pubs. IV and V both applied QoE concepts extensively and Pub.

V used MOS as the main QoE metric.

2.1.2 Mobile service usage

Mobile service usage can be defined as the utilization of services enabled by a

mobile network connected device. Thus, the study of mobile service usage is a re-

search area concerned with understanding how and why users use such services.

For example, researchers have studied the temporal and spatial distributions

of mobile service usage [74]. Naturally, mobile service usage is fundamentally

related to mobile QoE as users with poor quality will often prematurely abandon

usage sessions3. For example, early video session abandonment correlates with

many network quality indicators [73].

The mobile network community often studies mobile service usage through

analysis of large datasets collected via network based measuring; for example,

operator call data records or mobile network traces in the radio access or core

networks [53]. Such research provides a view of high-level aggregate usage

patterns (such as diurnal calling patterns). These patterns are then used to

optimize overall mobile network performance.

Whereas the HCI community studies mobile service usage primarily through

2In the case of, for example, quality quantiles, a holistic understanding means a better under-

standing of the full quality distribution over users.
3In fact, this fundamental relation often allows researchers to link these domains in simulations

and models. Refer, for example, to Section 3.5.1 of Pub. V and [50]
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analysis of datasets collected via direct observation (typically in laboratory set-

tings), user interviews, user completed usage diaries, and device based usage

monitoring4. Such research can often provide granular usage patterns and

contextual information (such as why the user uses an individual service). These

usage patterns are primarily applied to improve the experience of mobile ser-

vices such as mobile apps. For example, significant diversity between users

in the usage of a service might be a justification for increasing the amount of

personalization the service allows. Device based usage monitoring has become

particularly prevalent as smartphones allow the widespread monitoring and

storing of usage data directly on the device.

In this thesis Pubs. II and III both studied mobile service usage through analy-

sis of data collected via device based usage monitoring. Though the publications

have different focuses.

2.2 Novel contexts

The three novel contexts of RQ1-RQ3 can be viewed intuitively as axes of a user-

centric research space. In such a space the user can be placed at the origin with

three axes representing the number of mobile network connections, the number

of mobile devices, and the analysis period respectively. Figure 2.1 depicts such

a space. Current research is primarily limited to assumptions of one network

connection, one mobile device, and a (relatively) short analysis period (on order

of seconds to days). In other words, current research is limited to several planar

surfaces near the origin. Contrastingly the work in this thesis lies further out on

at least one axis in each case. And eventually, research should be generalizable

to an arbitrary length of n on all axes.

As an additional note, a fourth axis should denote the number of users, but

regarding this axis, the thesis studies are not significantly different than other

studies (both are generally on the order of tens to hundreds).

The three novel contexts of RQ1-RQ3 are further briefly described in the

Sections 2.2.1-2.2.3.

2.2.1 Multiple mobile devices

The mobile phone (and the subsequent successor the smartphone) has been the

dominant device type in mobile networks since such networks inception. The

relatively compact nature of the mobile phone form factor naturally matched

4Table 3.2 of Section 3.1 compares several of these data collection methods.
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Mobile Network Connections

Mobile Devices

Analysis Period

�

Figure 2.1. User Centric Research Space

the large focus of mobile networks on mobility. Recently, the number of mobile

network connected devices has increased significantly in both the consumer

and enterprise spaces. In the enterprise world, early examples include mobile

payment terminals while later examples include connected smart energy meters

(and other Internet of things (IoT) devices). In the consumer space, tablets have

become the primary second mobile connected device, but also smart watches

and connected cars are now broadly available. Statistically, the number of

mobile-connected devices per capita in the US and Europe is expected to be

approximately 2.8 by 2020 [14].

Even in the subset of user-centric devices, different device types have different

form factors, screen sizes, processing capabilities, etc. and thus usage across

device types is different. For example, Figure 2.2 illustrates the percentages

of sessions of smartphones, tablets, and PCs for each hour of the day from the

data from Pub. II. This heterogeneity has led to research into how users use

and experience multiple mobile devices. Refer to the related work summarized

in Section 3.1.

In this thesis Pubs. II and III both studied mobile service usage in multiple

mobile device contexts. Pub. III studied smartphones and tablets, while Pub. II

studied smartphones, tablets, and personal computers.

2.2.2 Multiple mobile networks

Multiple mobile networks have coexisted in many mobile markets since the

widespread telecommunication market liberalization of the 1980s and 1990s.

This liberalization essentially broke up government monopolies and allowed for

multiple distinct network operators to build out their networks. In addition to

multiple GSM-based networks, the popularization of alternative (non-3GPP)

wireless technologies such as WiFi and WiMax also allowed for multiple mobile

networks in many areas.
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Figure 2.2. Percentages of sessions of smartphones, tablets, and PCs for each hour of the day.
Adapted from data of Pub. II

The primary consumer benefit of multiple mobile network operators is in-

creased market competition and thus lower prices. Additionally, though, the

building out of distinct mobile networks implies a degree of spatial heterogene-

ity in network coverage and quality. Thus, a user that is unsatisfied with the

network quality of their current network provider (for example due to low signal

strength at their home) can potentially switch to a different provider with better

quality. This heterogeneity is primarily driven by operator’s desire to differenti-

ate themselves in terms quality or coverage by densifying or building out their

network beyond competitors5.

As mentioned, theoretically, mobile network users can exploit this network het-

erogeneity by switching between networks at various locations to always connect

to the best quality network at a given location. Additionally, in locations with

multiple mobile networks, users can connect to several networks simultaneously

and aggregate the bandwidth of these networks to achieve better quality (than

would be possible with any single network). Refer to [31] for a broad survey of

bandwidth aggregation techniques.

In this thesis, the general situation in which a user connects to and uses

multiple networks simultaneously is known as multihoming. Also throughout

the thesis, the examined network switching and multihoming mechanisms are

end user mechanisms in that both mechanisms are assumed to occur entirely on

5Additionally, this heterogeneity is affected by regulatory requirements for spectrum owners that

they cover a proportion of the population with their own network infrastructure. For example,

Sweden requires spectrum owners to cover 30% of the population [8].
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the end user device without requiring explicit MNO support (for the switching

or multihoming).

In this thesis, Pub. V studied the potential user QoE benefits of both end user

network switching and multihoming through detailed agent-based modeling.

2.2.3 Long-term mobile services

Long-term services are services that typically last for days, weeks, months, years,

or longer6. Mobile network services including data and voice are examples of

typical long-term mobile services. The user experience and evaluation of such

services have unique dynamics in contrast to one-time or infrequent services.

Specifically, such long-term services are typically multi-episodic, and the user’s

evaluation of the service is likely affected by the quality of each episode as well

as the temporal integration processes of human cognition [30]. Unfortunately,

these temporal processes are not yet well understood, though recent research

suggests a few basic principles.

For example, research suggests that a retrospective evaluation that occurs

months or years after an event7 is influenced more by semantic memory8 rather

than mental snapshots of the episode [28]. Additionally, the most recent episode

and the episode with the largest negative experience might have greater influ-

ence (than other episodes) on the evaluation per the peak-end effect [39]. Though

again, this peak-end effect might be lessened or disappear if semantic memory

becomes the dominant influence in the evaluation [28]. In the mobile service

area, general recency effects have been observed for multi-episodic services9

on the timescale of a few weeks [30, p. 57-72]. No research exists for longer

timescales.

In this thesis, Pub. IV studied the mobile service satisfaction of Finnish users

(which have quite long-term service as the annual mobile churn rate is only

about 17%) through logistic regression modeling of mobile device based network

measurements and satisfaction survey responses.

6In this thesis, long-term services are defined to include services lasting one year or longer as

RQ2 indicates.
7In long-term multi-episodic services this will be the case for some but not all episodes.
8Semantic memory is conceptual memory that does not relate to any specific episode; this contrasts

with episodic memory that describes a specific past episode [82]. Imagine the difference between

the concept of dog versus a particular living dog.
9Refer to [30, p. 5-26] for more detailed background on retrospective evaluations and multi-

episodic QoE.
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3. Related research

This chapter briefly summarizes related work in areas of the three novel contexts

described in RQ1-RQ3 and in the area of RQ4.

3.1 Multiple mobile device studies

A variety of multiple mobile device studies have been published over the past

decade. Such studies vary significantly concerning factors including the data col-

lection method, number of analyzed users, and analyzed devices types. Table 3.1

compares several multiple mobile devices studies on these factors and includes

for reference Pubs. II and III from this thesis.

Perhaps the most fundamental of these factors is the data collection method

since this method is driven by the objectives of the study which also relates

to the domain of the research (i.e. HCI vs. mobile networking). To provide

additional insight Table 3.2 details a variety of data collection methods for

multiple mobile device studies and includes example studies and ratings of

several characteristics as defined by the author. The important insight is that no

single method dominates but instead the methods can complement each other.

Refer to [16] for further details including practical information on several of

these methods.

Several HCI studies have emphasized the problems with or enablers of multi-

device usage. For example, [72] used semi-structured interviews and observation

to identify the inadequacies of current methods for handling parallelism and

personal data fragmentation in multidevice cases. Similarly, [48] used semi-

structured interviews and observation to identify the different advantages of

certain device types in certain contexts (such as the low initial access time for

smartphones compared to PCs when checking messages or emails).

Other studies have quantified and characterized multidevice usage among

current users. For example, Ref. [52] used user completed electronic diaries to
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Table 3.1. Comparison of multiple mobile device studies

Citation Methoda Users Devicesb Year of Data

[59] I 11 -c 2005

[22] I 27 S,PC,D,M,O 2007

[48] I 21 S,PC 2009

[29] D 1611 S,T,PC,O 2012

[93] S 39081 S,T,PC 2012

[72] I 22 S,T,PC,E 2013

[49] I,D 3586 S,T,PC,O 2013

[52] D 176 S,T 2013

[51] S 1675272 S,T,PC,O 2014

[33] U 1588 S,T 2014

[37] I,D 14 S,T,PC,D,M,O 2015

[20] N 32581 S,T,PC 2015

Pub. II U 398d S,T,PC 2015

Pub. III U 65 S,T 2015

[89] U 307 S,W 2016

a Data collection method: I (Interviews and Direct Observation), D (User

Completed Electronic Diaries), S (Server Based Usage Monitoring), N

(Network Based Usage Monitoring), U (Device Based Usage Monitor-

ing)
b Included device types: S (Smartphone, Mobile Phone), T (Tablet), PC

(Laptop, Desktop), W (Smartwatch), E (E-Reader), D (Digital Camera),

M (Music Player), O (Other)
c The full extent of included device types was not specified.
d This represents an upper bound based on the combination of the three

subsets 4,6,7 in Table 4.3 of Section 4.4.

illustrate usage patterns of primary and secondary activities on smartphone

and tablet devices. Likewise, [29] also used user diaries from a large US panel

to quantify their daily multidevice interactions across a variety of devices. Refs.

[51] and [93] used server based usage monitoring to examine the multidevice

(known as cross-device in their terminology) searches of over 1.6M users per-

formed on the search service of a large US Internet company. Whereas, [20] used

network based usage monitoring of a university WiFi network to characterize

the multidevice usage and traffic of about 30000 users. These studies are all

closely related in philosophy to Pub. III but differ in data collection methodology.

Finally, closely related in data collection methodology to both Pubs. II and III,

[33] used mobile device based usage monitoring to compare session properties
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Table 3.2. Data collection methods of multiple mobile device studies

Data Collection Method Method Ratingsa Example Studies

Interviews and direct observation

Contextual

[22, 59, 72, 48]
Holistic

Accurate
Scalable

User completed electronic diaries

Contextual

[52, 29]
Holistic

Accurate
Scalable

Server based usage monitoring

Contextual

[51, 93]
Holistic

Accurate
Scalable

Network based usage monitoring

Contextual

[20]
Holistic

Accurate
Scalable

Mobile device based usage

monitoring

Contextual
[33, 89], Pub. II, Pub.

III

Holistic
Accurate
Scalable

Combination of methods Depends on individual

methods

[37, 49]

a Contextual means the ability to capture a variety of contextual information such as location, the

motivation for usage, experienced quality, etc. Holistic means the ability to capture the full range and

diversity of usage (including, for example, different services and usage information). Accurate means

the ability to capture accurately objective quantitative data such as usage times. Scalable means ability

to cheaply and efficiently scale the method to more users.

of smartphones and tablets. However, due to limitations of the data (driven by

privacy concerns), [33] was not able to link together smartphones and tablets of

the same user. Therefore [33] did not study, for example, individual multidevice

sessions but only aggregate device type characteristics. Similarly, [89] used

device based usage monitoring to compare session properties of smartphones

and smartwatchs (though again not for sessions of the same user).

3.2 Multiple mobile network studies

Published multiple mobile network studies have been primarily technical studies

driven by the need for novel technologies to overcome the dominant single

network connection paradigm inherent in many devices and networks. These
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multiple mobile network studies can be roughly classified on how the multiple

networks are used (network switching vs. multihoming) and the types of the

multiple networks (IEEE WiFi vs. 3GPP). Table 3.3 details this classification

including example studies, also Pub. V is included for reference. Furthermore,

given that Pub. V of this thesis focused on mechanisms that are controlled by

the end user, the related work also focuses on such studies.

Table 3.3. Classification of multiple mobile network studiesa by types of networks and how
the networks are used

3GPP & 3GPP 3GPP & WiFi WiFi & WiFi

Network Switching [44], Pub. V [23, 55] [40, 12]

Multihoming [67], Pub. V [23, 19, 55] [40, 81]

a Studies that cover multiple classes appear more than once.

Significant focus has been placed on cases with a single 3GPP network and

a single IEEE WiFi network as virtually all modern smartphones include both

a 3GPP radio and a WiFi radio. For example, [23] addressed 3GPP and WiFi

network switching and multihoming through a general optimization framework

known as Delphi. The framework leverages MPTCP for multihoming. The over-

all system was validated on commodity smartphones in situations where both

LTE and WiFi connectivity were available. Also, [55] compared the empirical

network and energy performance of network switching versus multihoming over

LTE and WiFi. The multihoming analysis included both MPTCP and an optimal

data partitioning method. The results indicated that multihoming through

MPTCP is not energy optimal. Ref. [19] performed a system level simulation of

multiple multihoming users connected to both a 3GPP and WiFi network. The

simulation tested several data partitioning techniques and identified a similar

inefficient resource allocation problem as identified in Pub. V. This work is the

most closely related, in both philosophy and method, to Pub. V.

Regarding cases with two 3GPP networks, in a fundamental work [44] pro-

posed a network switching platform and algorithm that uses online machine

learning for the network switching decisions. The VMNO overlay model of

Google Fi1 allowed the multiple mobile network subscriptions.

Finally, for cases with two IEEE networks, [40] introduced FatVAP as an IEEE

WiFi driver for PCs that performs both network switching and multihoming over

multiple WiFi networks. The driver performs active network probes to assess

the capacity of different networks, and the data partitioning algorithm then uses

the probe results for partitioning. Similarly, [12] detailed Multinet as an IEEE

1https://fi.google.com/
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WiFi driver for PCs that virtualizes the network interface card and thus allows

OS transparent and fast network switching between multiple WiFi networks.

3.3 Long-term mobile service studies

Very few long-term mobile service studies have been published. Though, several

studies in related areas prove helpful.

Studies that use consumer surveys to assess general user satisfaction with

mobile services2 [60, 41, 83] are generally related. The surveys of these studies

were generally longer and more detailed than the survey from Pub. IV. Also,

these studies did not utilize any supplemental network measurement data as in

Pub. IV.

Ref. [60] used factor analysis of such a consumer survey to identify factors

affecting customer satisfaction. The results illustrated that service availabil-

ity significantly affected customer satisfaction. Though the definition of ser-

vice availability in Ref. [60] differs from that in Pub. IV as it includes both

the concepts of network speed and availability. Similarly, [41] used a similar

methodology and found that service quality factors including system reliability

(similar to network availability in Pub. IV) and connection speed (equivalent

to network speed in Pub. IV) significantly affected customer satisfaction. Fi-

nally, [83] again used a similar methodology and found that perceived service

quality (which includes service reliability as a component) significantly affected

customer satisfaction.

In QoE terms, studies that examine temporal QoE with so-called long-term

character [43] (i.e. perceived service reliability over time) or multi-episodic

QoE are also related. Specifically, [30, p. 57-72] studied multi-episodic QoE of

telecommunication services and found significant recency effects. Ref. [30, p.

73-85] also found that the overall service evaluation could be modeled through

a weighted3 average over the individual episode evaluations. Such a modeling

approach is similar to the logistic regression model in Pub. IV that included both

median and most recent throughput. Though the timeframe of [30, p. 57-72]

was two weeks as compared to one year for Pub. IV. Refer to [30, p. 5-26] for

further related work on retrospective evaluations and multi-episodic QoE.

In the broader and related domain of behavioral decision making, studies

have elucidated some of the temporal dynamics of longer term evaluations [28]

2In other words, given the assumption that such a general service evaluation is essentially a

long-term service evaluation rather than an episodic evaluation.
3Weights decreased linearly with respect to time before the final overall evaluation.
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though such research remains sparse.

3.4 Distribution, process, and model studies

Many studies have performed distribution fitting on empirical mobile usage and

experience data; however, this section focuses on rank-frequency distributions

as these are widely illustrated in Pubs. I and II.

Several studies have proposed various theoretical distributions for model-

ing empirical rank-frequency distributions. Ref. [42] suggested the stretched

exponential distribution family as an alternative to the common power law dis-

tribution for many rank-frequency distributions. While [47] similarly proposed

the generalized discrete beta distribution (GDBD) as another alternative. Ref.

[47] even explained the wide empirical applicability of the GDBD through a

relationship of the GDBD to multiplicative hierarchical processes. In other

words, processes similar to the FT process of Pub. I. However, in contrast to Pub.

I, these studies did not explore rank-frequency distributions over time (in other

words longitudinally).

Additionally, other work has examined processes very similar to the FT process

but with different focuses. For example, [6] proved that a very similar fracturing

process follows Benfords law. In other words, the first digits of the lengths of the

resulting intervals follow the logarithmic distribution.

In terms of specific mobile usage distributions, [24] found that for most users

their mobile application popularity (usage time) distributions can be well fit

by an exponential distribution. Comparatively, Pub. II found these distribu-

tions were well fit by either a log-normal or stretched exponential distribution

depending on the user.
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This chapter describes the major methods and datasets used in the publications

of this thesis. Several methods and datasets are used over several publications

as detailed in Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.4.

Table 4.1. Summary of major data collection and analysis methods used in publications

Method Application Pub.

Mobile device based measur-

ing

Collecting device usage, sur-

vey, and network perf data

II, III, IV, V

Agent-based modeling Modeling end user network

switching and multihoming

scenarios

V

Stochastic process simulation Simulating longitudinal rank-

frequency distributions

I

Generalized ordinal logistic

regression modeling

Modeling user satisfaction

with network speed and avail-

ability

IV

Robust statistical testing Testing for significance of dif-

ferences in app usage

II, III

Distribution fitting Fitting theoretical distribu-

tions to empirical data

I, II

4.1 Data collection methods

4.1.1 Mobile device based measuring

Mobile device based measuring was used to collect datasets 1 and 2 (see Section

4.4) which were used in Pubs. II III IV and to a small extent in Pub. V.
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Mobile device based measuring is a method in which data is collected through

software running on the actual end user mobile device. In other words, the

measurement point is the mobile device itself. This method contrasts with

network or server based measuring where the measurement point is further

away from the end user.

In terms of specific benefits, mobile device based measuring generally provides

more granular data (primarily on user behavior) than network or server based

measuring. For example, mobile device based measuring (on Android) can

monitor both app usage time and app network traffic whereas network based

measuring can typically only monitor app network traffic1. Additionally, many

apps use network encryption (HTTP over SSL) or non-specific HTTP user agents

thus making network based identification of individual apps more difficult.

In terms of the specific challenges of mobile device based measuring, firstly, as

previously mentioned, many device based monitoring apps only support Android

or only support a subset of functionality on iOS thus limiting the extent of

monitoring or forcing complex workarounds2. Secondly, the broad array of mobile

device models and operating system versions (even within Android) means that

measuring errors, exceptions, and incompatibilities are unavoidable3. Therefore,

data cleaning and validation is a substantial task. Thirdly, since mobile device

based measuring often collects sensitive information, privacy is a significant

concern. Whereas in network based measuring this information is typically

already encrypted; and in server based measuring the service associated with

the server (for example mobile banking) in any case already has the specific

sensitive information. As mentioned in Section 1.1, methods for alleviating

such privacy concerns include incentivizing users with rewards and providing

a clear privacy policy4. Finally, the lack of complete control of mobile devices

by the measuring entity creates additional difficulties. For example, updating

the measurement software might require user intervention if automatic updates

1Though, app network traffic can be used in a probabilistic method for estimating app usage (see
2) or app network traffic can be directly taken as an imperfect proxy for app usage (for example,

see [20]).
2For example, identifying the current foreground app in iOS through iOS APIs is not possible,

and identification must be made through other methods. A common method is through machine

learning models that are trained apriori to identify the foreground app through distinct data

traffic patterns. Therefore, the identification is probabilistic.
3This is based on personal and research team experience.
4The privacy policy of the panel from which dataset 1 (see Section 4.4) was collected can be found

at https://smartpanel.io/en-US/about/privacy-policy/, whereas the privacy policy of

the app from which dataset 2 was collected can be found at https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.

com/nettitutkadev/assets/documents/Netradar-privacy-v1.0.pdf
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are not enabled. Thus, different versions of the measurement software might

be running simultaneously on different devices. Furthermore, users might

purposefully or accidentally kill the measurement process thus creating temporal

gaps in the measurements.

In general, partly due to the mentioned challenges, mobile device based mea-

suring is significantly more expensive per user than network and server based

measuring. Therefore, mobile device based measuring is often seen as comple-

menting rather than competing with or replacing network and server based

measuring. Specifically, a company might perform mobile device based mea-

suring on a smaller sample of users and network and server based measuring

on the entire population (census). Then the population results can be used to

calibrate the sample results5.

4.1.2 Mobile device based user surveying

When mobile device based measuring includes user surveys, as in dataset 2

(see Section 4.4), then the unique challenges inherent in surveying users come

into play. These challenges include, for example, low response rates (again

the response rate for the survey of dataset 2 was only about 15%), survey

inconsistency, and false/fake answers. Additionally, in the mobile case, surveys

should arguably be even shorter and more self-explanatory than in the PC case

to boost response rates6 which are lower in mobile surveys compared to PCs

surveys [17]. Ref. [17] provides a further review of the issues prevalent in mobile

surveys.

4.2 Simulation methods

4.2.1 Agent-based modeling

Agent-based modeling (ABM) was used in Pub. V to study the potential end user

QoE given end user mobile network switching and multihoming.

ABM is a general modeling methodology that uses simple micro level rule-

based agents that interact in a predefined environment. The interaction of the

agents with each other and the environment often facilitate the observation of

complex emergent macro level behavior [32] [46]. Such emergent behavior is

5See, for example, the methodology of Verto Analytics at http://www.vertoanalytics.com/

methodology/
6Response rate generally decreases linearly with survey length [25].
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typically seen in many complex systems thus making ABM particularly useful

for understanding such complex systems. For example, researchers often model

infectious disease spreading among people over realistic environments through

agent-based models. A downside of agent-based models is that given their

rule-based and interactive nature, such models are generally not analytically

tractable (in contrast to other types of models).

Many general ABM platforms are open source and freely available including

MASON7, FLAME8, and Repast9. These platforms provide a variety of utility

and visualization methods that make model building easier. Additionally, most

also allow for model creation in a high-level domain language or diagram method

thus negating the need to have extensive coding skills. Though the use of object

orientated languages in many of these platforms in any case matches to ABM

since each agent can be a simple instantiation of an object class.

The motivation for using ABM in Pub. V was that the focus of ABM on agent

behavior well matches the study focus on user (agent) benefit (and especially

QoE). Additionally, rule-based agents are a good fit for simple feedback based

models, such as the QoE feedback based usage model of Pub. V (see Section 3.5

of Pub V), since base rules can easily describe such feedback systems. Regarding

the specific modeling platform, the Repast Symphony framework was utilized

because Repast Symphony supports development in Java and Java has many

third-party math and scientific libraries that can be leveraged in development.

4.2.2 Stochastic process simulation

Stochastic process simulation was used to illustrate the FT process proposed in

Pub. I.

A stochastic process (also known as a random process) can be defined as a

collection of random variables that share a common probability space and are

indexed by a discrete or continuous set known as an index set [61]. In many

common stochastic processes, this index set is continuous and denotes time.

In formalized terms, a stochastic process ψ(t,ζ) is an ensemble of functions

where t is an index from the index set and ζ is a random variable. If t varies but

ζ is fixed, then ψ provides a sample (a collection of outcomes over t) of the given

stochastic process. If t is fixed but ζ varies then ψ provides a random variable

that describes the state of the stochastic process at a given index. And if t and ζ

are both fixed then ψ provides a single outcome [61].

7http://cs.gmu.edu/ eclab/projects/mason/
8http://flame.ac.uk/
9http://repast.github.io
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In this thesis, the term stochastic process simulation means obtaining many

outcomes of a given stochastic process. Then these outcomes can be used to

illustrate the general behavior and variability of the process.

The FT process of Pub. I can be formalized (in a somewhat simplified form)

as in Equation 4.1 (recurrence relation in set builder notation). Where Lt

represents the process state at index t, x represents a value in the state, ζ

represents a random variable (PDF shown in Equation 5.1), and L1 represents

the initial condition of the recurrence relation with a constant CFT (in Pub. I,

CFT = 1). Also of note is that the outcome of this process (in other words a single

outcome) is a list of interval sizes rather than a single numeric value.

Lt = {x∗ζ, x− (x∗ζ)|x ∈ Lt−1}

L1 = {CFT }
(4.1)

Furthermore, the final interval size list F (which itself is of size 2N where N

is the final index t) can be formalized as in Equation 4.2 where p1 is the random

variate at t = 1, p2 is the random variate at t = 2 and so on.

F1 = Cp1 p2 p4 · · · p2N−2 p2N−1

F2 = Cp1 p2 p4 · · · p2N−2 (1− p2N−1 )

...

F2N−1 = C(1− p1)(1− p3)(1− p7) · · · (1− p2N−2−1)p2N−1−1

F2N = C(1− p1)(1− p3)(1− p7) · · · (1− p2N−2−1)1− p2N−1−1

(4.2)

Many textbooks including [61] provide further background on stochastic pro-

cesses.

4.3 Analysis and statistical modeling methods

4.3.1 Generalized ordinal logistic regression modeling

Generalized ordinal logistic regression modeling was used to model user satis-

faction as a function of network and non-network variables in Pub. IV.

Generalized ordinal logistic regression modeling is a modeling method for

cases where the dependent variable is not numeric but does have a natural order

(in other words is ordinal). In generalized ordinal logistic regression models (as

in all logistic regressions) the log odds of the dependent variable are modeled

as a linear combination of the independent variables. The difference between
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general and ordinary ordinal logistic regression relates to the proportional

odds assumption (also known as parallel lines assumption). The ordinary case

requires this assumption while the generalization does not. Furthermore, the

assumption can be relaxed for only a subset of all independent variables thus

allowing for a partial proportional odds (PPO) model (that falls between the

ordinary and general extremes). The generalized and PPO models can be fitted

in Stata through the user defined gologit2 [96] command.

More specifically, the generalized ordinal logistic regression model can be

parametrized as detailed in Equation 4.3 where M is the number of categories

of the ordinal dependent variable, Xi are the independent variables, α j is a

constant, and β j are the independent variable coefficients [96]. Thus for M = 5,

if j = 1 then P(Yi > 1) relates the categories {1} vs {2,3,4,5}, and if j = 2 then

P(Yi > 2) relates the categories {1,2} vs {3,4,5}, and if j = 3 then P(Yi > 3) relates

the categories {1,2,3} vs {4,5}, and so forth.

P(Yi > j)= g(Xβ j)=
exp(α j + Xiβ j)

1+ {exp(α j + Xiβ j)}
, j = 1,2, . . . , M−1 (4.3)

In this parametrization the proportional odds assumption can be related to

whether the β coefficients are the same for all P(Yi > 1), P(Yi > 2), P(Yi > 3),

etc. Thus, the advantage of the assumption holding for all or even some of the

independent variables is a more parsimonious model. Further treatment of

generalized ordinal logistic regression modeling can be found in Ch. 5 of [45].

The motivation for using Generalized ordinal logistic regression in Pub. IV

was that the mobile survey that collected user satisfaction levels used a Likert

scale (i.e. from strong disagree to strongly agree) which is considered an ordinal

scale. Furthermore, generalized regression was required since some but not all

the independent variables met the proportional odds assumption.

4.3.2 Robust statistical testing

Robust statistical tests were used to test for the statistical significance of usage

patterns from highly non-normal data with many outliers in Pubs. II and III.

Robust statistical test methods are methods that can handle data problems

such as non-normality, heterogeneity of variances, and significant outliers.

For example, Wilcox’s trimmed mean percentile bootstrap method [95] can be

used for testing for significant differences between the trimmed mean of two dis-

tributions even given the mentioned problems. Specifically, the outlier problem

is solved by using the trimmed mean which is a centrality measure robust to

outliers. Whereas the non-normality and heterogeneity of variances problems
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are solved by using a bootstrap method that does not rely on confidence intervals

that assume a specific underlying distribution (i.e. normal distribution).

The bootstrap philosophy relies on creating confidence intervals through re-

peated random resampling (with replacement) of the distribution. For example,

imagine a distribution of size n and a trimmed mean centrality measure, for

X iterations the original distribution is sampled (with replacement) n times

thus giving X new distributions of size n. The trimmed mean of each of these

new distributions thus gives a distribution of trimmed means. This distribution

of trimmed means can then itself be used to estimate a confidence interval for

testing against the confidence interval of another distribution. (In other words,

a two-sample trimmed means test.)

Usefully, this percentile bootstrap method applies in cases of both paired

and non-paired distributions. Ref. [95] provides further information on robust

statistical testing.

The permutation test is a related robust statistical test that can be used for

testing, among other things, the significance of linkages between bipartite sets or

groupings. Imagine an undirected bipartite graph where each edge’s weight is a

function of the two nodes the edge connects. A permutation test can test whether

the median edge weight of such an observed (empirical) graph is significantly

different than would be expected in a random degree-preserving graph (denoted

as a dp-graph). In other words, would the observed median edge weight likely

occur simply by chance?

Specifically, the permutation test creates dp-graphs by permuting the edges

of the observed graph with the constraint that the number of edges per node

(and thus the total number of edges) remains the same as in the observed graph

(hence the degree-preserving description). This permutation method is repeated

for all possible permutations to acquire a full distribution of dp-graphs. Then

the median edge weight of each of these graphs is calculated and a confidence

interval for median edge weight is found. The observed median edge weight can

be compared against the confidence interval to test for a significant difference.

In practice, using all permutations is typically computationally infeasible. For

example, the number of potential dp-graphs in the case of a 1-regular balanced

bipartite graph10 is n
2 ! where n is the number of nodes11. Thus, approximate

permutation tests (also known as Monte Carlo permutation tests) typically use

only a small random fraction (often 104 or 105) of all possible dp-graphs. This

10This problem equates to finding the number of perfect matchings of an n node complete balanced

bipartite graph.
11For the approximate permutation test of Section 5.2 in Pub. II, the total number of dp-graphs

is thus 114
2 !≈ 4.05×1076.
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approximation means that the percentiles of the distribution of median edge

weights themselves have some potential margin of error (that depends on the

number of dp-graphs used) and must also be considered in making p-value and

confidence interval comparisons with the observed median edge weight.

For example, the type I error rate of the approximate permutation test of

Section 5.2 in Pub. II can be calculated through Equation 4.4 where p̂ is

the approximate permutation test p-value, mp is the number of permutations

(specifically the number of dp-graphs used), and δ is the error rate level (typically

0.05, 0.01, 0.001, etc.) [65]. Thus, for the test with mp = 100000 and δ= 0.0001

the actual error rate is 0.00011 rather than 0.0001 due to this approximation.

(The erroneous value of 0.0001 was reported in Pub. II, though as we note in the

errata this does not change any conclusions of Pub II).

P(p̂ ≤ δ)= �mpδ�+1
mp +1

(4.4)

4.3.3 Distribution fitting

Distribution fitting was used in II to determine the best fitting theoretical distri-

butions for empirical data and in Publication I to compare several theoretical

distributions and the FT process.

Fitting in Pub. II

The distribution fitting method in Pub. II was based on methods developed

by [15] and [1]. Specifically, each candidate theoretical distribution was fit to

the empirical data through maximum likelihood estimators of the distribution

parameters. Then the candidate with the highest Akaike weights12 was selected

as the best-fit candidate. This best-fit candidate was then compared against

all other candidates through Vuong likelihood ratio tests [90] to determine

whether the best candidate fit was significantly better than all other fits. In

other words, several different distributions maybe equivalently good fits in a

statistical significance sense.

Fitting in Pub. I

Contrastingly, the distribution fitting method in Pub. I was based on linear

regression (least squares) fitting on log transforms of the distributions. The

primary reason for utilizing the linear regression methodology was that the

12Akaike weights are related straightforwardly to Akaike information criterion (AIC) by wi =
e−(Ai−min(As ))/2∑R

r=1 e−(Ar−min(As ))/2 where wi is the Akaike weight for candidate i, Ai is the AIC for candidate i,

As is set of AICs for all candidates, and R is the total number of candidates.
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original work describing the GDBD [47] (the main distribution compared to the

simulation) used the methodology. Furthermore, the GDBD PDF does not have

a known analytical form, and thus maximum likelihood estimation would be

difficult since the log likelihood function also does not have a known analytical

form13. The distribution fits were compared through adjusted14 and weighted15

coefficients of determination (R2).

4.4 Mobile device based measurement datasets

Two distinct mobile device based measurement datasets were used; Table 4.2

summarizes these datasets.

Table 4.2. Summary of mobile device based measurement datasets used in publications

Collection Period Users Data Collected Pub. Abbr.

February 2015 999a Device Usage II, III, V Dataset 1

Summer 2014-2015 2224 Network Perf & Survey IV Dataset 2

a The different publications analyze different subsets of the total panel of 999

users. Table 4.3 details these subsets.

Dataset 1 consisted of mobile device based usage measurements collected

for one month (February 2015) from a large on-going user panel in the US

organized by Verto Analytics. Potential panelists were initially recruited online

through advertisements and other means and then given a recruitment survey

to collect demographic and technographic information. Potential panelists were

then accepted to or rejected from the panel based on the demographic and

technographic match between the currently accepted panelists and the target

population (US consumers). This method is known as quota sampling. All

panelists were paid for participation. The measurements include device usage

information such as app sessions and visited URLs for all of user’s reported

devices including smartphone, tablet, and PC. Table 4.3 summarizes the different

subsets of this dataset analyzed or used in different publications.

In contrast, dataset 2 consisted of mobile device based measurements collected

from a large group of users of the mobile app Netradar. Netradar is available for

both Android and iOS and is relatively popular (with well over 20K installations).

13Though the PDF and log likelihood function in the case of the GDBD where the two distribution

parameters are equal (also known as the Lavalette distribution) do have analytical forms [27]
14The adjusted R2 uses a penalty based on the number of distribution parameters to avoid R2

inflation.
15The weighted R2 was weighted inversely proportional to rank, thus giving more weight to

higher ranks.
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Table 4.3. Summary of subsets of dataset 1 used in publications

Subset Criteriaa Users Publications Abbreviation

Activeb S 562 II, V Subset 1

Active T 125 II Subset 2

Active PC 630 II Subset 3

Active S, T 77c II Subset 4A

Active S, T 65c III Subset 4B

Active S, ¬ Td 496 III Subset 5

Active S, PC 269 II Subset 6

Active T, PC 52 II Subset 7

a S (Smartphone), T (Tablet), PC (Laptop, Desktop)
b Active denotes in all cases that the length between the first

and last usage of the device was at least 23 days.
c The difference in the number of users between the two subsets

relates to slightly different preprocessing of the raw device

event data. Therefore, the subset of Pub. II is slightly more

reliable.
d The negation ¬ indicates that the user did not report owning

a tablet in their initial recruitment survey.

The app allows users to perform network performance measurements both

manually and in an automated fashion. For example, the network speed test

uses a bulk data transfer method over TCP to estimate network throughput.

The app collects a large variety of network performance parameters including

upload and download throughput and latency. Additionally, the app occasionally

(about every three months) prompts users to complete a short survey about

network satisfaction.

Netradar initially acquired users through word of mouth and several high

profile national news articles16. In terms of user motivation, motivations were

primarily intrinsic. Anecdotally, many users installed the application to know

the network performance at their home or office (simply for curiosity), to test

network performance at troublesome locations, or to help advance university

research. In contrast to dataset 1, no direct extrinsic reward (i.e. payment) was

provided to participants. Extrinsically and intrinsically motivated users present

different trade-offs in terms of the collected data [35]. Refer to [35] for further

discussion about user motivations in crowdsourcing.

The dataset itself consisted of network measurements and survey responses

from Finland-based Netradar users that completed the network satisfaction

survey in summer 2015 and had at least five network measurements in the one

16http://www.hs.fi/talous/art-2000002682298.html
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year before survey completion. Thus, the dataset consisted of both objective

network performance measurements and subjective user survey responses.

4.5 Public rank distribution datasets

Several diverse public rank distribution datasets were used to illustrate the

fitting of the FT process of Pub. I. Table 4.4 summarizes these datasets. Several

of the datasets were longitudinal datasets that included data for each year over a

several year time frame. The collection methods and properties of these datasets

are not discussed in detail but can be found in the given citations of Table 4.4.

Table 4.4. Summary of public datasets used in Pub. I.

Dataset Collection Period Citation

French Book Sales 2003-2007 [71]

US Theatrical Earnings 2002-2012 [10]

Census Last Name Frequency 2000 [85]

Audioscrobbler Artist Play Freq 2005 [7]

UMASSa YouTube Video Request Freq 2007-2008 [84]

US Magazine Circulation Revenues 2000-2012 [80]

a University of Massachusetts Amherst
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5. Results

This chapter presents the results of this thesis in the same framework as the

research questions and thus in four distinct sections. The first three sections

describe the results pertaining to the three contexts: multiple mobile devices,

multiple mobile networks, and long-term mobile service. The final section relates

to the identification, modeling, and simulation of several of the distributions

that characterize these contexts.

5.1 Multiple mobile device context

To illustrate the empirical usage of mobile services in multiple mobile device

contexts, a multidevice session definition and construction framework was pro-

posed, a statistical analysis of multidevice sessions was performed using subset

4B of dataset 1, and a statistical analysis of app usage concentration of multiple

device types was performed using subsets 1-4A, 6 and 7 of dataset 1.

5.1.1 Multidevice session construction

As a precursor to an analysis of multidevice sessions, a framework was required

to define the notion of a multidevice session as previous works did not provide

a formal and consistent definition. First, framework relates the idea of an

app session to a temporal interval (as in previous work [77]). Specifically, the

framework defines an app session as the temporal interval covering the time

from the app entering the foreground1 of the device to leaving the foreground.

Then the framework applies an extension of the well-known Allen’s Interval

Algebra to these temporal intervals.

Allen’s interval algebra defines a complete set of possible relationships between

two temporal intervals. For example, an interval from t = 1 to t = 4 precedes

an interval from t = 6 to t = 8, whereas an interval from t = 1 to t = 4 overlaps

1In the case of PC, the definition relates to the app window currently in focus on the screen.
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an interval from t = 3 to t = 6. Table 5.1 illustrates the complete set of these

algebraic relationships. The framework also adds two additional relationships

precedes within time window and preceded by within time window given a time

window (TW) t. This addition essentially breaks up the course precedes and

preceded by relations into two cases depending on the time between the sessions.

This is important because mobile app sessions do not occur in a randomly

distributed manner but instead are highly bursty and this time window helps in

grouping sessions given this burstiness.

Table 5.1. Allen’s time interval relations. Adapted from Pub. III

precedes meets overlaps finished by encloses
A

B
A

B
A

B
A

B
A
B

starts equals started by enclosed by finishes
A

B
A
B

A
B

A
B

A
B

overlapped by met by preceded by
A

B
A

B
A

B

Finally, given this relational algebra, the framework defines a two-step process

for constructing multidevice sessions. First for each device up to device N, the

process constructs single device usage sessions from app sessions by grouping

app sessions into a single usage session if the sessions meet, metby, precedes

within TW, or preceded by within TW. Additionally, if an app session is isolated,

it also becomes a single device usage session. Second, the process constructs

multidevice sessions by grouping single device usage sessions of different devices

into a multidevice usage session if the sessions partly overlap (all relationships

except the precedes and preceded by) or the sessions precedes within TW, or

preceded by within TW. Table 5.2 illustrates this process for an example case of

smartphone and tablet app sessions.

Table 5.2. Multidevice usage session construction. Step 1: Apply usage session definition to
each device’s app sessions (merge A, B, C to H and E, F to J; D to I and G to K are
degenerate single app session cases), Step 2: Collapse simultaneous, meeting and
preceding within time-window usage sessions into multidevice usage sessions (merge
H, J to L and I, K to M). Adapted from Pub. III

Step 1

S App Sessions

T App Sessions

A B C D
E F G

Step 2

S Usage Sessions

T Usage Sessions

H I
J K

MD Usage Sessions L M
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5.1.2 Multidevice session analysis

Next, a statistical analysis of the multidevice sessions derived from subset 4B of

dataset 1 was performed.

In comparison to the single device usage sessions, the multidevice usage

sessions had significantly different dynamics (even given that the sessions came

from the same users). Specifically, multidevice usage sessions were about 10

times longer and had five times as many app sessions as single device usage

sessions. However, multidevice usage sessions were also about 14 times less

frequent than, for example, smartphone usage sessions. Therefore, interestingly,

the overall time spent by users in these multidevice sessions compared to single

device sessions was approximately equal (about 180 minutes per day in each

case). Given this prevalence in everyday use, multidevice sessions are likely

already ubiquitous for multidevice users.

The temporal patterns within and diversity between individual multidevice

sessions were characterized by clustering multidevice sessions through a matrix

similarity measure known as Interval-Based Sequence Matching. Given a

group of prototype matrices, the multidevice sessions were clustered such that

each session was assigned to one of the 256 prototype groups. The two most

common groups (comprising over 35% of multidevice sessions) were sessions

with one dominant device and the infrequent usage of the secondary device.

For example, a typical tablet dominant session consists of a tablet game app

and occasional use of smartphone notification driven social network and news

apps. Furthermore, an examination of the specific types of apps in these groups

indicated that inferring the type of app used on another device based on the

app used on a given device may be possible. Such inference could be useful in

providing contextual suggestions that help ease multidevice usage.

Regarding diversity, over 25 different groups had frequencies over 1% thus

indicating significant diversity in the temporal patterns of multidevice sessions.

Furthermore, only 8% of multidevice sessions had exactly 2 app sessions with

the mean number of app sessions being 22. Thus, the base case of using a single

app on a device and then a single app on another device is relatively rare in

practice, and complex sessions are the norm.

Finally, in temporal terms, diurnal patterns of multidevice sessions were

driven by the usage patterns of tablets since tablet usage was more limited and

more concentrated than smartphone usage which was more evenly distributed

throughout the day.
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5.1.3 Multidevice app concentration analysis

The multidevice session analysis did not describe how users divide their time

between distinct apps across devices. Therefore, an analysis of the concentration

of app usage between device types was also performed. This analysis was

performed using subsets 1-3 of dataset 1 (notice the inclusion of PC data). Also,

due to the use of different app names on iOS and Android platforms, the analysis

looked at device type-platform combinations rather than simply different device

types.

Figure 5.1 illustrates the rank-frequency distributions of overall normalized

app usage time for different device type-platform combinations. All device types

had very high concentration with Gini indexes2 above 0.90. PC devices had

the highest concentration with three clearly dominant apps (as seen in the first

three ranks in Figure 5.1) which were all web browsers. Such high concentration

emphasizes the dominance of the web browser on PCs.

High concentrations were also found on the individual device level with mean

Gini indexes above 0.80. In other words, for both smartphones and tablets, users

tend to spend most of their time on only a tiny subset of heavily used apps.
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Figure 5.1. Rank-frequency distributions of normalized app usage time for device type-platform
combinations. From Pub. II.

However, these high overall concentrations hid differences in concentration be-

tween individual app categories for different device types. Figure 5.2 illustrates

normalized app usage times vs. Theil indexes3 for various app categories by

2Gini index is a common concentration measure with a range of [0,1].
3Theil index is another common concentration measure with a range of [0,1] but with an informa-

tion theory basis and more sensitivity to large tail values than Gini Index [18].
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device type for Android devices. Interestingly, app categories that theoretically

have large network effects (such as social networking) showed higher concen-

tration than app categories without such a theoretical underpinning (such as

games).
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Figure 5.2. Normalized app usage vs. Theil indexes for app categories by device type (Android
only). From Pub. II.

Finally, the nature of the data means that analyzing the concentration of

app usage time (or other app usage measures) across multiple devices of the

same user was possible. This analysis was performed on subsets 4A, 6, and 7 of

dataset 1. Table 5.3 details the correlations of Theil indexes and the number of

used apps across device type ownership combinations. Surprisingly, the results

showed no significant correlations in terms of app concentration across any

combination. Thus, understanding usage phenomena such as app concentration

across all of a user’s devices will likely require monitoring all of a user’s devices

since making accurate inferences from a single device appears infeasible.

Interestingly, the correlation between tablet and PC in terms of the number of

used apps was both negative and significant. This relationship suggests that the

more tablet apps a user uses, the fewer PC apps they will use. In other words,

the relationship suggests an amount of device substitution. In further support,

the correlation between this combination for total usage time was also negative

and significant (−0.242, p < 0.05).

Given the non-significance of correlations between smartphones and tablets, a

further examination of the relationship between the apps of a user’s smartphone

and the apps of their tablet was performed. Specifically, the Jaccard similarity4

4The Jaccard similarity between two sets is defined as the cardinality of the intersection of two
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Table 5.3. Pearson correlation coefficients (including significance levelsa) for Thiel in-
dexes and total number of utilized apps for different device type combinations.
Adapted from Pub. II

Device Type Combinb Corr (Theil Index) Corr (Num Apps)

S, T (subset 4A) 0.054 0.146

S, PC (subset 6) 0.022 -0.024

T, PC (subset 7) 0.042 -0.305*

a Significance levels * : 5%, ** : 1%, *** : 0.1%
b S (Smartphone), T (Tablet), PC (Laptop, Desktop)

between the sets of used smartphone apps and used tablet apps for each user was

calculated. Interestingly, the similarity was surprisingly small with a median

user similarity of just 0.169 (or 16.9%). Therefore, similar to the previous

observations, the knowledge of apps used on a given device of a user does not

necessarily imply that the same apps are used on a different device of that user.

Though, a permutation test showed that this median similarity is still highly

statistically significant (p < 0.001). Permutation tests, in general, are further

detailed in Section 4.3.2.

5.2 Multiple mobile network context

To illustrate the potential QoE of users of mobile services in multiple mobile net-

work contexts, an analysis of end user network switching (NS) and multihoming

(MH) scenarios was performed.

The analysis used an agent-based modeling approach such that each user’s

behavior was modeled in detail. Section 4.2.1 further details agent-based model-

ing in general as a method. The baseline scenario consisted of a group of 300

network users moving in a 0.09 km2 area that includes both indoor and outdoor

locations and indoor and outdoor base stations from three mobile networks.

Network and user parameters of the model (especially those relating to NS and

MH) were then varied to explore the result space. The main performance metrics

were mean user download throughput and mean user MOS.

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 illustrate mean user throughput and MOS for the different

network (base station) layouts and user types. The analysis indicates that for

NS cases as the number of available networks (to switch between) increases both

throughput and MOS also significantly increase. This observation emphasizes

sets divided by the cardinality of the union of those sets, for sets A and B the formulation is
|A∩B|
|A∪B| .
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the value of NS for improving end user QoE. The increase was especially evident

in the case of scenario 4 that includes an indoor only operator5 since NS allows

the indoor operator’s customers to receive much better quality (from an alter-

native network) while outdoors (rather than relying on the highly attenuated

indoor BS signals).

Figure 5.3. Throughput values for different scenarios and user types (all users are a single type)
given ER radio resource allocation scheme. Adapted from Pub. V

Figure 5.4. MOS values for different scenarios and user types (all users are a single type) given
ER radio resource allocation scheme. Adapted from Pub. V

Interestingly the performance of MH (with 3 networks) was less regarding

throughput and equal regarding MOS compared to NS (with 3 networks). The

5An indoor operator is an operator with base stations only in indoor locations.
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relatively poor performance of MH was the result of inefficient radio resource

allocation due to networks not accounting for the MH nature of users (specifically,

MH users are over-provisioned).

However, in the case of a small number of users (and thus low congestion

and little competition for resources), MH did significantly improve throughput.

Though, MOS was not improved because the already high throughput in these

low congestion situations was adequate for most mobile services. Figures 5.5

and 5.6 illustrate throughput and MOS values for different user types (assuming

that all users of a single type) given different user densities.

Figure 5.5. Throughput values for different numbers of users and NS and MH user types given
ER radio resource allocation scheme and scenario 1. Adapted from Pub. V

Finally, in the case where a fraction of users were MH (with 3 networks)

and the remaining fraction of users were NS (with 3 networks), interesting

dynamics were identified. Specifically, when the proportion of MH users was

small (relative to NS users) each MH user made a large gain while each NS user

made a small loss, but when the proportion of MH users was large each MH

user made a small gain while each NS users made a large loss. In other words,

large gains from MH were only available when the fraction of users MH was

small; such dynamics further limit the applicability of end user MH.

Given this overall analysis, user experience in multiple mobile network con-

texts (as quantified through MOS) would likely be significantly improved through

end user NS (especially in certain cases such as indoor only operators) but the

additional improvement through end user MH would be limited.
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Figure 5.6. MOS values for different numbers of users and NS and MH user types given ER
radio resource allocation scheme and scenario 1. Adapted from Pub. V

5.3 Long-term mobile service context

To illustrate the experience of users of mobile services in long-term mobile

service contexts, a modeling-based analysis of dataset 2 was performed.

Specifically, a variety of network and non-network features were regressed

against the responses to each network satisfaction question from the survey

so that the significant factors affecting user’s responses could be identified.

The main questions of focus dealt with user satisfaction of network speed and

availability. All the created regression models were ordinal logistic partial

proportional odds models. Section 4.3.1 further details generalized ordinal

logistic regression modeling as a method. Table 5.4 details the significance

levels for features with significance p < 0.05 for at least one of the speed and

availability questions.

The significance of the median, most recent (last), and minimum download

throughput values on network speed satisfaction suggests the influence of sev-

eral temporal phenomena including the peak-end effect [39] and aggregation

over several network measurement results.

The effect sizes of the significant features were illustrated through predicted

probability functions that show the change in the outcome variable as the

significant feature is varied and all other variables are kept at mean levels.

Figure 5.7 illustrates these predicted probability functions for four significant

features of the speed satisfaction model (note that the outcome Likert scale is

dichotomized to a satisfaction vs. non-satisfaction binary variable). The TCP
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Table 5.4. Feature significance levelsa for models of availability and speed questions.
Adapted from Pub. IV.

Feature Availability Speed

Median TCP Download * **

Last TCP Download ***

Min TCP Download **b ***b

Last RTT *

Max RTT *

Number Frequently Measured Locations ** *

Number Invalid User-Initiated Measurements *

Device Platform (Android or iOS) * *

Mobile Network Operator **

Device Type (Tablet or Smartphone) **

a ∗ : 5%, ∗∗ : 1%, ∗∗∗ : 0.1%
b Feature did not satisfy parallel lines assumption, reported significance level is

for baseline of (1,2) vs (3,4,5).

download functions illustrate slight diminishing returns as download speeds

increase.

The lack of significance of latency features in network speed satisfaction

indicates that either users are not using latency in their satisfaction evaluations6

or that the current latency levels are good enough not to affect their evaluations

or likely both. For example, most mobile apps do not require latencies below

100ms [91], and 90% of respondents have median RTTs below this 100ms

threshold. Furthermore, the lack of significance of upload features suggests

similar possibilities for upload as for latency.

5.4 Distribution methods

To illustrate the distributions, processes, and models that can characterize this

user usage and experience the stochastic FT process was proposed and empirical

fitting of several mobile usage distributions was performed. The FT process

can simulate empirical rank-frequency distributions including the longitudinal

variations of the distributions.
6latency is likely a more abstract concept to respondents since latency is not as often advertised

or discussed.
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Figure 5.7. Predicted probability functions for several significant features of speed satisfaction
question: (a) Median TCP download, (b) Last TCP download, (c) Number of frequently
measured locations, (d) Number of invalid user initiated measurements. From Pub.
IV.

5.4.1 Simulating empirical rank-frequency distributions

A simple stochastic process, known as the FT process, for simulating empirical

rank-frequency distributions was proposed. Section 4.2.2 further details stochas-

tic processes, in general. The FT process works by recursively splitting a unit

interval into smaller intervals until the number of final intervals matches the

number of empirical ranks. Each splitting occurs at a point given by a random

variate from a random variable with probability density function (PDF) as in

Equation 5.1. The fitting parameter of the FT process is γ in the PDF. Figure 5.8

illustrates the process for 2 time steps (thus resulting in 2t final intervals given

t time steps (which implies 2t −1 individual splittings and random variates)).

t = 0

t = 1

t = 2

Figure 5.8. A visualization of the FT process after 2 time steps (t = 2) and thus 4 resultant
intervals. Adapted from Pub. I.
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(5.1)

The FT process can well simulate a variety of rank-frequency distributions,

especially when the fitting method uses a weighted metric (such as weighted

R2) with larger ranks (in other words the first-ranked, second-ranked and so on)

given more weight7. The stochastic nature of the process allows for simulating

rank-frequency distributions longitudinally by simply repeating the method

with different random number seeds. For example, Figure 5.9 illustrates that

the FT process well simulates the longitudinal variation in the ranks of French

book sales.
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Figure 5.9. Coefficients of variation of ranks for the 2003–2007 French book sales dataset and
simulated coefficients for 100 FT process trials. (Note that the French book dataset
consists of only 17 disparate ranks.) Adapted from Pub. I.

As detailed in Section 4.2.2, the FT process can be well represented through a

recursive definition and thus the practical coding implementation of the process

is also well suited to recursion. Such a recursive implementation in Perl was

provided as supporting material at the online version of Pub. I.

The FT process was also compared to several other commonly proposed theo-

retical distributions for simulating empirical rank-frequency distributions such

as the power law distribution and the DGBD [54]. The FT process was shown to

perform well on rank-frequency distributions with a concave shape and recipro-

cal head and tail slopes. Whereas, the DGBD performed better on less concave,

power law like bodies. Both methods performed better than the pure power

7This weighting scheme is intuitive given that emphasis is often place on these large ranks.
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law distribution due to the empirical truncated tails that result from finite size

effects. Section 4.3.3 details the fitting procedure for these common theoretical

distributions.

5.4.2 Further fitting empirical distributions

To further illustrate the fitting of empirical distributions, several common long

tail distributions were fit to empirical app usage distributions. Section 4.3.3

details the fitting method for these distributions. Table 5.5 details the best-fit

distributions for the aggregate app usage of different device types.

Such distribution fitting should help future modeling efforts by allowing cali-

bration of models. For example, the app session length distributions used in the

user model of Pub. V were derived from distribution fitting of app session length

data from dataset 1.

Table 5.5. Parameter estimates and CDF error for aggregate app usage distribution
fitting. From Pub. II.

Device Type Best Fita Param Est RMSEb(%)

Smartphone (Android) LN μ= 6.624 σ= 2.703 1.94

Smartphone (iOS) LN μ= 6.392 σ= 2.512 1.71

Tablet (Android) LN μ= 7.092 σ= 2.832 1.82

Tablet (iOS) LN μ= 6.381 σ= 2.481 1.41

PC (Windows) SE λ= 0.002 β= 0.173 1.78

a LN (Log-Normal), SE (Stretched Exponential)
b Root mean squared error between empirical and predicted cumulative distri-

bution functions.

5.5 Results summary

The main results can be summarized such that only the most essential parts of

the thesis are emphasized. Table 5.6 both restates the research questions and

summarizes the main thesis results in relation to each research question.
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Table 5.6. Summary of research questions, publications, and main thesis results

Research Questions

RQ1: How do users use

mobile services in the context

of multiple mobile devices?

RQ2: How do users

experience mobile services in

a long-term (≥ 1 year)

context?

RQ3: How would users

experience mobile services in

the context of multiple

mobile networks?

RQ4: What distributions,

processes, and models can

characterize the user usage

and experience of these

contexts?

Publications

II,III IV V I, II, IV, V

Main Results

• Analysis of multidevice

sessions illustrating the

diversity and ubiquity of

such sessions for users

with smartphone and

tablet devices.

• Analysis of app usage

concentration illustrating

differences in usage

concentration between

multiple devices types

including for different

devices of the same user.

• Analysis illustrating that

users experience of

long-term mobile services

includes complex temporal

phenomenon including the

peak-end effect and

integrating over multiple

episodes.

• Analysis illustrating that

users experience can only

be weakly explained by

that user’s network

measurement episodes

thus motivating further

work.

• Analysis of multiple

network scenarios

illustrating that end user

network switching

provides significant

benefits in both

throughput and QoE in

many scenarios.

• Analysis also showing

adoption of end user

multihoming does not

provide comparatively

large benefits due to lack

of inter-operator radio

resource allocation.

Though if multihoming

user fraction is small then

benefits are large.

• Simple stochastic process

that can simulate

longitudinal

rank-frequency

distributions. Such

empirical rank-frequency

distributions are also

found in mobile app

concentration.

• Analysis illustrating that

many mobile app usage

and concentration

distributions can be

modeled by common long

tail distributions including

log-normal and stretched

exponential.

• Analysis showing

agent-based modeling can

be profitably applied to

study user experience of

end user network

switching and

multihoming.
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6. Discussion

This chapter discusses the research implications including implications for

specific ecosystem players, the generalizability of the research results, and paths

forward in future work.

6.1 Research implications

Overall, due to the diverse and novel nature of the three primary research

questions (RQ 1-3), the results span many contexts and the main research benefit

is to provide initial data points and methods that allow for further research of

these contexts. This objective contrasts with research in well-established areas

where the value is in providing a definitive conclusion to the given questions. In

other words, this work helps build the basis or foundation rather than putting

in the final keystone.

An example of such a foundational result is the development of a multidevice

session definition and construction framework based on Allen’s Interval Algebra.

This framework helps bring formalization to the construction and definition of

multidevice sessions.

Though additionally, the results extend several current research results or

observations to these new contexts. For example, the multidevice session results

expand the previous observation of significant usage diversity between users

(i.e. [33]) to the multidevice session context. Similarly, the high concentration

of social networking apps on tablets expands the previous observation of high

concentration of social network apps on smartphones [38]. Therefore, illustrating

potential network effects on both device types.
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6.2 Practical implications for ecosystem players

Beyond the pure research implications, the results also have practical impli-

cations for several mobile ecosystem players. These implications are briefly

summarized.

6.2.1 Mobile network operators

The implications of the results for mobile network operators are several-fold

with the main results deriving from the multiple mobile networks and long-term

mobile service research.

Specifically, the multiple mobile network results indicate that, given the

potential benefits of end network switching, national regulators might pressure

operators to help enable such switching or at least help support an equally

beneficial alternative mechanism. For example, regulators could push operators

to support the addition of automated SIM profile switching to the current E-

SIM functionality. Therefore, operators should have a strategy for dealing

with such pressure and with the future implications of such network switching

mechanisms. Such a strategy should detail, for example, how future investment

decisions would change given such mechanisms.

Additionally, the illustrated dynamics of end-user multihoming suggests that

operators might need inter-operator coordination to provide efficient scheduling

of such multihoming users. In fact, the lack of such coordination might even

result in lower QoE for non-multihoming users. Hence understanding the

dynamics of such coordination is important.

Whereas, the long-term mobile service research suggests that mobile network

operators need to consider several temporal effects to understand a user’s eval-

uation of their mobile network experience. For example, given the observed

peak-end effect operators may want to optimize networks to avoid very poor

service for any given user even at the expense of slightly better average service

levels. Additionally, in the case of users that measure their own network per-

formance, factors such as upload speed and latency do not seem to affect their

evaluations, potentially because users do not normally consider these factors

or these factors are already good enough for most users. Therefore, operators

could primarily concentrate their focus on meeting users download throughput

expectations.
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6.2.2 Mobile app developers

The implications of the results for mobile app developers primarily derive from

the multiple mobile device research.

Specifically, the ubiquity of multidevice mobile sessions suggests that app de-

velopers and designers should already be thinking in terms of their app sessions

spanning multiple devices types. Towards this end app developers could utilize

existing multidevice interaction frameworks such as the 4C framework [78] to

help in such multidevice thinking. Therefore, these results further emphasize

the importance of adopting such tools. Additionally, the diversity within mul-

tidevice sessions indicates that adaptation and customization of multidevice

interaction for mobile apps is also important, especially given the increasing

number of different and specialized device types (for example smartwatches

[66]).

6.2.3 Mobile content providers and advertisers

The implications of the results for mobile content providers and advertisers also

primarily derive from the multiple mobile device research. For example, mobile

advertisers primarily rely on the number of impressions as a measure of ad

inventory. Given that the ads are typically loaded at app start-up and thereafter

refreshed at a fixed interval (often 30 seconds), the number of sessions and

amount of time spent on different apps and device types informs the division of

total ad inventory between these apps and device types.

6.3 Generalizability

A major part of almost all scientific studies in understanding the limitations of

the study with regard to generalizability. In other words, in what other contexts

or populations with the study results hold? This is an important concern in all

studies of this thesis but especially for the studies based mainly on empirical

data (Pubs. II, III, and IV).

A common strategy for improving the generalizability of a given study is

to use a sample that is somehow representation of the larger population for

which the results should hold. In terms of publications that used dataset 1,

the analyzed subsets of dataset 1 were groups of US based users that, though

not completely representative, did roughly match the US smartphone user

population on many demographic parameters. Table 6.1 details the demographic
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of several subsets compared to the demographics of US smartphone users from

a representative survey by Pew Research [62] performed only a few months

before the collection of Dataset 1. This type of comparison allows the limitation

in terms of generalizability to be more easily understood. For example, the

comparison illustrates that the subsets favored female users with lower incomes

and education levels compared to US smartphone users in general. Therefore,

generalizations to groups with significantly different demographic profiles should

be done with caution.

Table 6.1. Demographic comparison of several dataset 1 subsets with representative sample of
US smartphone users. Adapted from Pubs. II, III.

Demographic Subset 1 Subset 4B Subset 5 US S Usersa

Mean Age (Years)b 37.08 (12.54) 38.53 (11.91) 37.06 (12.63) 41.30 (15.08)

Gender (% Male) 26.42 23.08 26.61 50.08

Education (% Some College or Less) 62.18 56.92 63.10 53.04

Marital Status (% Married) 41.45 44.62 41.33 48.96

Household Income (% <50K USD) 64.08 47.69 65.93 40.72

Mean Household Size 2.96 (1.51) 2.97 (1.54) 2.95 (1.50) 3.05 (1.61)

Mean Children in Household 0.91 (1.19) 0.94 (1.06) 0.93 (1.21) 0.74 (1.27)

Race (% White) 70.98 72.31 70.97 71.53

a US smartphone user demographic data is from Pew Research survey (June-July 2015, sub-population

with smartphones n=1327) [62]. The survey utilizes weighting to population parameters of census data

to create nationally representative results (see [64]). We note that Verto Analytics also performs its

own national surveys, we utilize the Pew Research survey only for brevity.
b All mean values also include standard deviations.

In terms of Pub. IV, dataset 2 was a crowdsourced dataset from the freely

available Netradar app1. Therefore, collecting demographic data was more

difficult due to the lack of financial incentives for users to give such data, and

even asking for such data might raise privacy concerns for users. Therefore,

instead of demographic data, technographic data that can be automatically

collected can act as a proxy. Table 6.2 details the technographics of the 13 most

popular smartphones in dataset 2 compared to the 13 most popular smartphones

from a census of smartphones on Finnish mobile networks [88]. The comparison

illustrates that the users in dataset 2 were likely to be more technologically

advanced users with higher end devices than Finnish mobile network users in

general. Therefore, generalizations based on the results should consider that

results might be different for less advanced users.

Overall, the lack of complete representativeness is less important in a more

general theory building context. In other words, as previously stated, these

works represent only single data points of a specific sample at a particular point

in time. Therefore, as both [13] and [5] point out, the value of these studies

1https://www.netradar.org/
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Table 6.2. Techographic comparison of top 13 device models of dataset 2 and top 13 device models
of Finnish mobile network users. Adapted from Pub. IV.

Technographic Dataset 2 Finnish Users

Mean Screen Size (inches) 4.70 4.19

Mean Pixel Density (PPI) 346.00 280.85

Mean Total Freq (GHz) 4.80 2.92

Mean GPU Perf (GFLOPs) 71.61 34.74

primarily lie in being points in a general theory building effort that includes

meta-analysis and comparisons over time and between different samples. This

was also emphasized in the Theory-creating research approach of [36] discussed

in Section 1.4.

In fact, in many circumstances even replication/reproduction2 of a given study

can be valuable when the results are used for theory building in human behavior.

The reason is that even in cases where behavior is thought to be well established

there has been difficulty in reproducing/replicating many studies. For example,

[57] reperformed 100 previous psychological studies and found that in less than

half of the studies were the results reproducible (specifically, similar significances

and effect sizes). Similar results might be found in related areas such as

cognitive neuroscience [79].

6.4 Future research

The future research of the studied contexts can follow several tracks again

depending on the specific research community performing the research.

For multiple mobile device studies, future work in the HCI community should

focus on multiple methods studies such as combining device based measurements

and device based pop-up surveys. Such a combination can allow for the benefits

of both objective quantitative usage data along with contextual subjective survey

data. This combination is important since user reported statistics of, for example,

mobile app usage have been found to be inaccurate [21]. Towards this goal, the

recent introduction of free and open source frameworks (such as Aware [26])

that allow such studies can significantly reduce study costs.

Whereas in the mobile network community, future work should follow a similar

approach but with a stronger emphasis on the effect of mobile network usage on

the user experience of the many device types. For example, given small device

2In a replication changes to the study design and implementation are not allowed whereas in a

reproduction some changes are allowed [5].
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types like smartwatches understanding the tradeoff between the frequency of

network connectivity and battery life in terms of total QoE is important. These

kinds of tradeoffs only become more complex as users acquire multiple different

interacting device types. Maybe a user has adequate QoE if one of their multiple

devices still has battery life; therefore such tradeoffs can span multiple devices

types.

For multiple mobile network studies, future work could consider the mecha-

nisms of end user network switching and multihoming from a business viewpoint.

For example, studies could analyze the potential types of pricing schemes for

consumers with end user network switching and multihoming. Users might

have a primary contract with a given operator that provides unlimited data and

a cheaper secondary backup contract with another operator that provides only

1GB of data. Therefore, switching or multihoming algorithms would need to

take these contractual constraints into account. Similarly, the potential effects

of end user mechanisms on operator behavior in terms of investment incentive

and competition are largely unexplored.

In terms of long-term mobile services, future work should just concentrate on

identifying and replicating even basic temporal phenomena given that current

research is so sparse. Though, as previously mentioned, performing QoE studies

at timescales of years will remain challenging due to issues with retention of

users in such long studies. Perhaps emerging user retention strategies such as

community engagement and gamification may help in retention. For example,

the mobile energy saving recommendation app Carat3 (part of a project by UC

Berkeley and University of Helsinki) includes a ranking of each user’s energy

savings relative to the all other users thus creating a competition aspect for

the users. A survey of Carat users shows that longer term users are especially

interested in this user ranking [3].

Overall, as emphasized in Sections 2.2 and 6.1, there is significant room for

additional research in all three of the studied contexts.

3http://carat.cs.berkeley.edu/
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Errata

Publication I

The PDFXi detailed in the section PDF of a Single Interval over Independent FT

Process Trials was incorrect due to a coding error. The corrected function can be

found below. Subsequently, the PDFX2
i

detailed in Supporting Text S1 was also

incorrect (due to the same error). The corrected function can also be found below.

The corrected PDFX2
i

is less complex but still a piecewise function with 7 unique

sub-functions (note that some sub-functions and sub-domains are present in

both parts of the function). The PDFX3
i

case is computationally tractable but

again splits the result into an even larger number of piecewise functions. Thus,

as mentioned, any analytical form is unlikely to be of practical use. Thanks to

Dr. Colin Rose of the Theoretical Research Institute (Sydney) and MathStatica

for pointing out this error.
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Errata

Publication II

For the permutation test of section 5.2 the result is 0.00011 ≤ p rather than

0.0001 ≤ p due to the use of an approximate permutation test rather than an

exact permutation test. This does not change at all the conclusion of the test

given the extremely high significance in either case.
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